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BRIAN SAUVÉ  

President 

The end of 2021 marks the first two complete years of growth and 
operations for the NPF, during an extremely challenging time for our 
Membership. I want to thank you all for your support, participation, and 
patience with this growth phase in our brief history. We are very near to 
being fully resourced and look forward to continuing to expand our 
services and support to Members in 2022 and beyond. 

Your Board Directors across the country have summarized many of our key 
focus areas over the last six months since our mid-year report on the 
following pages, and our staff Directors have provided updates on their 
core initiatives separately in ongoing Member Updates. We will continue 
these regular reports to you in 2022, with a new quarterly format which 
will be distributed by email and available on our website. 

I am in regular contact and communication with Commissioner Lucki on 
your behalf. While we have a generally constructive and amicable 
relationship, I continue to discuss several issues of concern to you with 
her, including the critical importance of an adequate number of 
independent investigators in our workplace violence and harassment 
MOA, the service pistol replacement project, as well as many ongoing 
uniform and kit upgrade issues.  

I also represent the NPF at the National Joint Council and other Federal 
committees. 

I’ll recap a few key initiatives and accomplishments not covered 
extensively elsewhere in this report: 

Government Advocacy 

We continue to advocate for you with government, meeting regularly with 
federal, provincial, and municipal elected representatives to provide 
information about the high value and public safety benefits of RCMP 
policing and emphasizing the critical importance of the need for additional 
resources and training/recruiting capacity, as well as investment in 
modernized equipment and access to mental health resources. 

We also have three focused campaigns across the country:   

• Surrey’s Say on Policing to counter the expensive and disorganized 
proposed transition in Surrey, B.C;  
 

• Keep Alberta RCMP to provide fact-based information to Albertans 
and hold the provincial government accountable on their 
unpopular proposal to replace Alberta RCMP with a provincial 
police force; 
 

• Our Nova Scotia RCMP to share the exceptional services Members 
provide across that province, and to stand-up for Members in the 
ongoing Mass Casualty Commission. 
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We are also in the early stages of establishing a campaign in New 
Brunswick to ensure you have a voice in the upcoming police review. 

Communications 

We are changing the narrative and building understanding and support for 
our Members across the country. 

Many of you will have seen our #WhyWeServe advertising campaign which 
ran from mid-September to the end of December and was viewed close to 
15,000,000,000 times across various platforms in movie theatres, on 
Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, and online across in-home video platforms 
including Global, Bell, and Rogers. 

We now have over 130,000 followers on Facebook; 20,000 on Twitter; 
4,000 on Instagram and almost 1,000 on LinkedIn. We continue to use 
these channels as an unfiltered platform to change the narrative on 
policing, share your stories, and stand-up for your professional and 
important work.  

We are in the process of upgrading our NPF website which is a central and 
one-stop Member resource for information and support. You’ll see the roll-
out of this before summer and we look forward to your feedback and 
ongoing participation. 

Member Services 

Our Member Services team continues to expand and we will soon have 16 
Labour Relations Officers to serve you, supported by Special Advisors and 
an extensive team of legal experts all across the country.  

Please continue to contact our central Member Services Centre 1-833-NPF-
TEAM or 1-833-673-8326, or e-mail info@npf-fpn.com, 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week for support in both official languages. As of December 31, 
they had received and actioned close to 30,000 inquiries from Members.  

Our NPF Family Services offering also continues to evolve, and our thanks 
to those of you who participated in the NPF Move to Remember challenge 
back in September. If you haven’t done so, please register your family by 
clicking here, follow our NPF Family Services Facebook group, subscribe to 
our newsletter and, if you’re interested, volunteer to participate locally. 

With the ongoing distribution of retroactive pay resulting from the new 
Collective Agreement, I also encourage you to take advantage of the NPF’s 
partnership with Enriched Academy, which provides Members and their 
families with free access to financial planning and investment information 
and best practices. You can register for their program at any time here. 

Legal Services and Support 

The NPF continues to partner with an excess of 40 law firms across Canada 
to represent Members in administrative proceedings that may be too 
complex for internal LROs to manage. One example is the Federal Court 
Mandamus application for extensive delays in the RCMP grievance process.  

The NPF has had several significant wins on behalf of our Members, 
including many codes of conduct, suspension appeals, and civilian 
oversight files where the RCMP denied Legal Assistance at Public Expense, 
among others, as shared in various National and Regional Member 
Updates. We have also had several precedent setting cases, including the 
recent Federal Court decision requiring grievance adjudicators to be aware 
of and consider precedent-setting cases when ruling on Part III Grievances. 

The internal capacity of the NPF legal team continues to grow with subject 
matter expertise in RCMP labour law and collective agreement grievances. 

 

Ongoing Research and Reviews 

You will have received and can expect ongoing Member updates asking for 
your feedback and participation in various studies. We appreciate that 
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you’re already busy with work and family responsibilities but ask that you 
please take a few minutes whenever possible to share your thoughts 
and/or experiences on these key topics which include a governance review 
of the NPF, civilian oversight agencies across Canada, NPF Member 
Services, and an update to the 2017 Public Safety Personnel mental health 
study led by Dr. Nicolas Carleton of the University of Regina. We are 
repeating this survey to ensure we have current and accurate mental 
health data to advocate on your behalf with all levels of government. 

We have also partnered with the Canadian Police Association in a Carleton 
University - Sprott School of Business mental health study. The study is 
presently looking at Canada’s police agencies and their files involving 
mental health calls to better identify how often police resources are used 
to deal with mental health calls, and the associated costs of police officers 
acting as defacto mental health professionals. This research will be a key 
piece in advocating for additional mental health partnerships and supports 
to lessen the burden on our Members. 

Please continue to share your thoughts and feedback with the NPF so we 
can ensure that our programs and supports continue to support and 
address Member needs. Our strength and value are a direct result of your 
participation. 

Brian Sauvé 
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PETE MERRIFIELD 

Vice-President 

Calendar year 2021 marked an incredible and historic milestone for the 
Membership of the National Police Federation, with their first-ever 
negotiated contract. Working conditions improvements and significant 
wage increases were hard earned and it was my privilege to work for you 
on the Collective Bargaining Committee. This accomplishment also marked 
a personal career highlight for me in bringing to fruition a vision I pursued 
in 2003 when I first stepped forward to join the fight for an association and 
collective bargaining rights for the Members of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police. Collectively, we deserve to be among the best trained, 
equipped, supported, and compensated police in the world.  

Throughout 2021, I continued working for you in a variety of capacities to 
advance the overall well-being of our Membership and working 
environment. My tasks and efforts included the following: 

 

• Preparation for collective bargaining of Contract Two.  
• Chaired the Collective Bargaining Sub-Committee on re-

engineering the promotional system; also worked to see online 
delivery of 2021 JSE. 

• Member and Chair of the National Policy Health and Safety 
Committee (NPHSC) working under the Canada Labour Code 
legislation to improve workplace safety within the RCMP. 

• Chair of the NPF Governance and Nominations Committee working 
to improve the internal structure, policies, and By-laws of the NPF 
to best serve Members’ needs and expectations as we evolve the 
services and support available to you. 

• Chair of the NPF Audit Committee overseeing the operational 
expenditures, planning and budgets of NPF, as well as compliance 
to the Canada Not For Profit Corporations Act governing our 
finances and required audits. 

• Member of the Uniform Equipment and Clothing Committee 
representing your needs for the modernization of police 
tools/equipment and uniform. My priorities here have been the 
urgent replacement of our service pistol, modernization of the 
patrol carbine, improvements to soft and hard body armour, 
improved body armour carrier, improved selections for duty belts, 
and procurement of new modernized protective and less lethal 
intervention options. There has been considerable movement here 
and announcements are pending in early 2022 on some successes 
in this area. 

• Representation to Parliamentary Committees, government, and 
individual Ministers to advocate for your needs. 
 

It continues to be my privilege to represent you and to work on your 
behalf in many areas of focus for the National Police Federation. Member 
representation, advocacy, compensation, officer safety, balancing of 
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power with management, fairness in conduct, and well-being will continue 
to be my core areas of focus moving forward into 2022.  

Thank you for your support, communication, and service. 

Stay safe and be well, 

Pete Merrifield 
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Dennis Miller 

Vice-President 
 

In my 2020 address, I said that it was with great pride that I prepared my 
year-end report for you - the Members of the National Police Federation. 
Well, I can honestly say that 2021 built in leaps and bounds upon 2020, 
despite the cloud of COVID that we continue to live under. 2021 proved to 
be an even more incredible adventure and momentous year for everyone 
in the RCMP, culminating with our first-ever Member ratified Collective 
Agreement. 
 
Collective Bargaining continued forward slowly in the first quarter of 2021. 
Delays due to COVID and having to hold meetings via Zoom or Teams 
created issues both internally for the NPF, but also in dealing with Treasury 
Board. Fortunately, at this point the NPF had built incredible Government 
Relations, Communications, Administration, and Legal Teams, all 

supported by analytical expertise. These individuals continually prepared 
and provided the Collective Bargaining Team with support that was second 
to none allowing us to maintain the course and push forward.  
 
Progressing into the second quarter, our Member Services offering began 
to take shape, and you finally had a way to forward us all your questions at 
info@npf-fpn.com.  Member Services has been instrumental in allowing us 
to improve our service delivery to you via the Local Area Representatives, 
our Labour Relations Officers, and as always, the elected Board Directors. 
During this period, the Collective Agreement continued moving forward 
and saw the introduction of videos to keep you informed and provide you 
with insight of how and why things were advancing the way they were 
within the process. It was no surprise to Director Rob Farrer and I, or the 
others involved, that these were greatly appreciated by the Membership - 
in particular by our Facebook colleagues such as Mounted Memes, who 
enjoyed keeping us front and center on the site. In early June, the 
Collective Bargaining Committee reached an incredible first step in a 
tentative agreement with Treasury Board. The tentative agreement was 
then presented and approved by the NPF Board prior to the June AGM and 
announced officially to NPF Members on June 24.  
 
We moved into the next period on a huge high but also in a haste to get all 
Members informed on the contents of the Collective Agreement. There 
were several components that required explaining beyond the unthinkable 
returning of RCMP salaries to being comparable or better than our closest 
comparators in one negotiation – something that most were skeptical 
could be achieved in one contract. Everyone from all our departments and 
the Directors then came together in incredible fashion and under great 
timeline constraints to build a platform for the Directors to go out and 
provide you the information that was required during the ratification and 
eventual voting phase. On July 26 the results of the vote were made public: 
96% of Members voted and an astounding 99% voted in favour of the 
tentative agreement. This made an unequivocal statement to the RCMP 
and Treasury Board, unlike any other in the 148-year history of this 
organization, and proved you now have a strong, capable, and competent 
representative advancing your needs. On August 6, our first-ever Collective 
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Agreement was signed by representatives of the NPF and Treasury Board 
and became official. This led to hundreds of questions on the application 
of different articles and, fortunately, our Member Services section was up 
to the task. They parsed all incoming Collective Agreement questions and 
directed them to my fellow Co-Chair Rob Farrer and myself for review, 
interpretation, and to respond to ensure a consistency in application from 
coast to coast to coast.   
 
As we progressed into the final months of the year, the questions on the 
CA continued to mount - as did requests for guides and FAQs. We 
consulted our Communications Team and the “Get To Know Your 
Collective Agreement – GTKYCA” series was created. We have since sent 
six updates, with several more set to release over the coming months. In 
addition, after hearing numerous requests for improvements for access to 
the CA, we updated the website with a simple one step access to the CA 
and all the GTKYCA communications. We were extremely pleased to see 
that RCMP Pay & Compensation resources rise to the task and ensured 
they not only met but beat the deadline by over a month to get your 
negotiated raises in your pockets. We were then further impressed to 
learn as the year closed that RCMP Pay and Compensation would once 
again meet and exceed expectations related to getting you any retroactive 
components that had been negotiated on your behalf.  
 
All these successes are truly amazing, but we are not letting it go to our 
head nor are we being complacent. In fact, we are already preparing for 
the expiration of this contract (April 1, 2023) and the next round of 
bargaining. We have identified areas of the current CA that require 
improvements, modifications, or changes. We are also gathering 
information from your questions and concerns to assist in directing the 
next negotiations. We are developing surveys and will be seeking Member 
input on the priorities we should be looking at pursuing in the second 
Collective Agreement. We will be reconvening our Collective Bargaining 
Committee and with their assistance, Co-Chair Rob Farrer and I will be 
building our support team of experts to assist and guide us into our next 
round of bargaining.  
 

I am anxious for the new challenges in the coming year, in particular 
preparing and building on the incredible accomplishment of our first ever 
Collective Agreement. We have made phenomenal strides in our first two 
years, and I look forward to continuing to build you - our Members - a 
representation model that is the envy of all others. 
  
Be safe, 
 
Dennis Miller 
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Michelle Boutin 

Vice-President 
The year 2021 continued to present similar challenges as 2020 for policing, 
and it looks like this will continue on into 2022. Those of us serving the 
RCMP Membership feel it, too, and we share your frustration. We are 
doing everything we can to provide you with the best labour organization 
the policing environment has ever seen. At the same time, we continue to 
work on many initiatives to support and serve our Membership well and 
will continue to do so throughout 2022 and for years to come. 

As the Chair of the Member Services and Human Rights Committee 
(MSHR), I can tell you that our work continues to be challenging and 
exciting. Our team has successfully developed NPF Family Services (NPFFS), 
led by Val Connell. Val and her team of volunteers are proud to provide a 
growing number of services and supports for RCMP Members and families, 
who now have centralized access to resources designed specifically for the 

unique needs of RCMP families. The work they do and the support they 
provide for RCMP families across the country is most appreciated. The 
NPFFS has created an exciting plan for 2022 and we encourage all 
Members to invite their families to follow the NPF Facebook page, the NPF 
Family Services Facebook group, our NPF YouTube channel, and the NPF 
website.   

Our team of Local Area Representatives continue to provide the 
Membership with immediate and outstanding service. The work the LARs 
do is an integral part of NPF Labour Relations, and their good work has not 
gone unnoticed. We truly appreciate their advocacy and efforts. We 
continue to have some vacancies and additional elections to run this year. 
We encourage all NPF Members to get involved and to consider submitting 
your interest in joining our team. 

After an extensive application and interview process led by our Director of 
Member Services, Colin Bayne, we successfully recruited, hired, and 
trained our team of Labour Relations Officers in 2021. Nearly one year in, 
our LRO Team continues to provide boots on the ground service 
throughout the country, ensuring not only a timely response but also 
providing a strong knowledge base of Divisional, Regional and National 
issues. Our LROs engage daily with Local Area Representatives, the NPF 
Board of Directors, as well as other NPF Employees to ensure we provide a 
well rounded and team approach to files. We recently promoted LRO Gary 
Hollender as the LRO Team Lead and are pleased to have him in that role. 
Our Membership has shared their feedback on this program, and it is 
overwhelmingly positive. I am extremely proud of the work they have 
done. 

Colin was also tasked with creating a Member Service Call Center to 
respond to the needs of the Membership 24/7/365, among many other 
things. After recruiting, hiring, and training our Intake Team, we officially 
launched our Member Services Center in May. Our Member Services 
Representatives are supported by our Board of Directors, internal and 
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external counsel, as well as NPF Staff and Special Advisors with extensive 
RCMP experience in many areas. Your NPF team is fully committed to 
ensuring you have access to the support, information, and services you 
need to do your job and protect yourself when needed.  

The Member Services and Human Rights Committee has provided legal 
representation to Members affected by potential Human Rights Violations 
in the workplace and continues to support and monitor those ongoing 
files. We have had some success in resolving a few of these files without 
further legal involvement. An example of this is ensuring that the Married 
Member Couples are in fact entitled to add each other as couples to their 
Dependent PS Heath Care and Dental Care Plans.  

The NPF has built an extensive list of committees to develop in partnership 
with the RCMP to resolve and work on progressive change in the areas of 
staffing, promotion, and relocation; training and equipment; pay and 
compensation; health benefits and services; equity, diversity and inclusion, 
as well as our ongoing work with pension advisory, insurance advisory and 
the National Policy and Occupational Health and Safety Committee.  

The work of the MSHR Committee will continue, and we will need your 
continued input and feedback on all matters. We are looking to work with 
Members on innovative ways to not only solicit that information, but move 
forward with ideas that support real change.  

I am looking forward to what 2022 will bring and will continue to work on 
behalf of, and for, the dedicated and proud Members of the RCMP.  

Michelle Boutin  
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ROB FARRER 

Director 
While many of us hoped that the latter half of 2021 would bring us out of 
the grips of COVID, it certainly did not and instead provided even more 
challenges to Members across the country. The dedication and 
perseverance of our Membership continues to push us forward. Here are a 
few of the areas that I have been working on since our last mid-year 
update. 

Collective Bargaining 

As you are all aware, the ratification vote for our first ever Collective 
Agreement went extremely well, and the contract was overwhelmingly 
supported by the Membership. The raise is in full effect and in just a few 
weeks, the long-awaited retro payments back to 2017 will begin to be paid 
out to all Members.   

With the new Agreement in place, there have been a large number of 
inquiries as to interpretations of different articles and as Co-Chairs of the 
Collective Bargaining committee, these inquiries come to VP Dennis Miller 
and myself. There have been nearly 2,000 inquiries sent in through our 
Member Services Center with respect to the CA, and we have responded 
to nearly all within 24 hours. We are using that data to help determine 
areas of the CA that can be improved upon in the next round of bargaining; 
which is not far away. All CA grievances also make their way to Dennis and 
I for the same purpose. 

Dennis and I have also been writing a series of “Get to Know Your 
Collective Agreement” Member Updates which are sent out to Members 
and put up on the website every few weeks. We appreciate the feedback.  
All Members will have an opportunity to provide input to determine the 
priorities for the next round of bargaining. At the Board Meeting in 
December 2021, the Collective Bargaining Committee was re-confirmed for 
round two and Dennis and I will be co-chairing once again with largely the 
same fantastic and dedicated team. 

Committee Work 

Committee work represents a large amount of my time and I currently sit 
on several committees which are working towards improving different 
areas within the force. The committees I am a part of include Allowances, 
Relocation, Memorialization of Suicide, NCO’s Mess, and E Div Labour 
Management. Additionally, Trevor and I meet weekly with the head of the 
Surrey Transition and bi-weekly with a Surrey Transition HR working group. 

I continue to lobby for Members with elected officials, as well as 
participate in media interviews to help highlight the challenging work our 
Members are called to do every day, and ensure that the narrative is 
factual.   

In such a big operational division, Civilian Oversight is always going to play 
a large role, and we remain available 24/7 to assist any Member who is 
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involved in a Critical Incident. It is very difficult to summarize six months of 
work in one page, and I am leaving many, many items out, including 
Conduct work, daily communication with our amazing team of LARs and 
LROs, and leading as many town halls as I can to actually speak with those 
we work for, the Members.   

Have a safe 2022.   

Rob Farrer 
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JEFF SWANN 

Director 
These past 6 months seem much like the constant haze we have all 
experienced in summer from the forest fires. You continually hope it will 
clear up and yet, all the while, are thankful for the work of the women and 
men sacrificing their safety for the betterment of Canada. Time is racing 
past and yet we are still in the midst of COVID-19 restrictions and all of the 
hardships that come along with it. 
 
In the summer of 2021, I was extremely proud to participate in the 
townhall presentations across the country, to help ratify our new 
Collective Agreement. I want to extend a huge thank you to Rob Farrer, 
Dennis Miller, and the entire NPF Bargaining Committee for bringing this 
home.   
 

As we start 2022, the majority of the Mounties in this country will begin to 
see those highly anticipated “retro” cheques arrive. If you do nothing else, 
please work on a financial plan to manage this cash infusion. Rest assured 
that work has already begun on our next contract, and that many 
committees have been formed, to try and bring solutions to many of the 
other issues facing RCMP officers from coast to coast to coast. 
 
Through my participation in the Member Services and Human Rights 
Committee (MSHRC), we continue to advocate and bring about change in 
many ways. I am excited to continue working with the Equity, Diversity, 
and Inclusion groups, as both a personal learning opportunity, and in a 
leadership role with a desire to create change.   
 
In addition to my duties on the MSHRC, I have been tasked to look at 
options for an affinity program for NPF card holders, as well as continue to 
amend and enhance our existing LAR program.   
 
When I have free time from those activities, I am also heavily engaged on 
the NPF Audit Committee, the Dental Advisory Board, the Expedited 
Grievance Committee, and the Sick Leave Disability Case Management 
program. Lastly, the Division Health and Safety Committee and the RCMP 
Core Value Renewal Program, fill my schedule with associated tasks as 
needed.  All the while, I do remain open and available to assist Members 
on the day-to-day issues such as Code of Conduct matters, IIO 
Investigations, Public Complaints, as well as numerous other COVID-19 and 
workplace-related concerns.   
 
Folks, we have had roughly 147 years without representation. Now that we 
finally have a hand, and an important voice in our working conditions and 
compensation, my expectations for 2022 are high. I look forward to the 
year ahead and to making significant, positive change for you and our 
Membership. 
 
Be safe and all the best for 2022. 
 
Jeff Swann 
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TREVOR DINWOODIE 

Director 
2021 was a year of exceptional growth for the National Police Federation. 
A year unlike any other in my lifetime. At the start of the year, 16 full-time 
Directors, VPs, and a President were assisted by a handful of staff. The 
organization had less than 24 employees dealing with every labour-related 
issue facing our Members from coast to coast to coast. We found ourselves 
without a contract and working within the RCMP’s antiquated policies, 
with nearly the lowest compensation in our comparator universe.   

Today, I am excited to be able to say that we have ratified the largest 
police Collective Agreement in Canadian history, providing compensation 
parity. We have a full-time staff of over 60 employees excluding the Board 
of Directors, and a communication strategy that has brought us name 
recognition throughout Canada.      

It has not been an easy year for our Membership. COVID-19 persisted and 
presented unique challenges to every Member across this country. In 
British Columbia, we dealt with a summer of wildfires and an autumn of 
flooding - each resulting in the destruction of critical infrastructure and 
countless properties. Through all this, our Members continued to work 
everyday to keep Canadians safe. It does not go unnoticed and the NPF will 
continue to highlight your successes. 

Committee Work 

As the NPF has grown, the Directors have taken on more committee work 
in an effort to establish meaningful change for the Membership as a 
whole. With the creation of the Member Services Centre, individual 
Member files are largely being assigned to Labour Relations Officers that 
work directly for the NPF. Committee work now occupies a large amount 
of my time. 

I continue to be part of the Collective Bargaining Committee and as a result 
of the recently ratified Agreement, several standing committees and 
working groups were established. Of those, I currently occupy the Officer 
Safety Committee and the Legal Assistance at Public Expense Committee.  

Furthermore, I continue to work on the Conduct Committee. Here we 
identify trends and possible solutions to the misapplication of the process. 
We are currently looking at ways to make the process fair and balanced 
and preparing submissions for the eventual opening of the RCMP Act. I 
have also taken on the Conduct Measures Guide Review Committee, which 
dovetails nicely with the broader Conduct Committee.  

Regionally, I continue to work with Division Management on the E Division 
Labour Management Group, and the Surrey Transition HR Working Group.   

Surrey Transition 

As mentioned before, this incredibly unpopular plan has had a direct effect 
on the health and well-being of our Members in Surrey and throughout the 
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region. The plan was poorly thought through and the implications of 
having several hundred police officers switch from other municipalities, or 
the RCMP, will have detrimental outcomes to those local communities for 
years to come.      

The transition is far from over and there are numerous grassroot 
campaigns working to end it. The province has been clear that the 
transition is a municipal decision. With a municipal election in the very 
near future, viable candidates that are very pro-RCMP have indicated they 
are running against the transition and the current mayor. The NPF will 
continue to release factual, accurate, and unbiased information to educate 
Surrey residents on the significant impact of this decision.  

Meanwhile, Director Rob Farrer, President Brian Sauvé, and I will continue 
to work with Ottawa, E Division, and the Surrey RCMP to ensure that every 
single Member is treated fairly and accommodated appropriately if this 
transition ever comes to fruition.   

The Pacific Region continues to be a busy operational Division with daily 
challenges and hundreds of IIO calls. With the creation and launch of the 
Member Services Centre, we now have a 24/7 operation. Your Directors 
are also backed up by 33 incredible Local Area Representatives (LARs).   

Fortunately, even with tight COVID-19 restrictions, I have had the pleasure 
of conducting numerous Town Hall and Collective Agreement 
presentations this year. I was lucky enough to meet many of you on these 
tours and look forward to visiting more Detachments in the coming year.    

As one of your Directors in the Pacific Region, I have had the opportunity 
to lobby numerous elected officials throughout the country to present 
your concerns. I have conducted several media interviews and have 
defended our Members from misinformation.     

2021 was anything but easy. By working together with our incredible staff, 
Local Area Reps, and the broader Membership, we were able to overcome 
all the unexpected crises that challenged us. I am incredibly honoured to 

work with all of you and believe the NPF is very well positioned to take on 
2022 with our new team.   

I look forward to working with you in 2022. Thank you and stay safe. 

Trevor Dinwoodie  
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BOBBY BAKER 

Director 
2021 was a year of incredible change for RCMP Members, driven by the 
NPF. Your Association has your back. The NPF has been the Association in 
Canada that is visible with the media, defending the police in the face of 
movements like “defund” and other politically driven rhetoric from media, 
politicians, and special interest groups. We will continue to defend you 
from coast-to-coast-to-coast – including right here at home in D Division – 
and will continue to secure the support of the public for you.   

In just two short years, our track record of taking on all these challenges, 
and winning, is nothing short of incredible, and that reflects on the entire 
NPF team. 

 

Your NPF 

In the past two years, we’ve built a massive team. I want to thank our D 
Division NPF Local Area Representatives (LARs): Aaron Widdis – MB North; 
Devin Scramstad and Mike Carr – MB West; and Clay Catellier, Marty 
Hnatuk, and Dan Tellier – MB East and HQ, for their incredible work on 
your behalf. I especially want to recognize our LARs in the Arctic Divisions, 
who have been working in incredibly challenging conditions: Sam Anderson 
and Jessica Edward in Yukon; Britt Bancroft and Chris Stuckless in N.W.T.; 
and Steven Roe and Paul Rogers in V Division. Our LARs truly are the 
backbone of the NPF and are the face of the NPF in the Arctic Divisions.  

We also now have 13 National Labour Relations Officers (LROs) providing 
expert advice, guidance, and assistance in complicated matters (Conduct, 
Collective Agreement grievances, etc.). We are pleased to welcome D 
Division’s own, recently retired, Scott Bird, into the LRO group.  

In addition to the work of LARs and LROs, the NPF has a team of in-house 
lawyers, a Government Relations Team to liaise and engage with all levels 
of government, and our own Communications Team to tell your story and 
defend you publicly, amongst other specialized professionals all calling the 
NPF home. As an example of how we work closely with these teams, I am 
presently working with our Government Relations Team, in a review of the 
Province of Manitoba’s Bill 7 – The Police Services Amendment Act – to 
press for increased service standards with the Provincial Independent 
Investigations Unit (IIU), to be more accountable.  

New Contract, Pay, and Retroactive Pay 

I am proud to have personally served on our Collective Bargaining Team, 
negotiating our historic first contract. It was an immense fight to hold the 
line to get exactly what you deserved – full retroactive pay and a salary at, 
or near, the top of ALL police forces in Canada. The employer had pushed 
for a first contract full of “public service language”, similar to other Federal 
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contracts. However, we gave up almost nothing and negotiated a contract 
with “all cop language.”  

We are not Public Servants and we have finally made this clear to the 
employer.  

Whereas the previous labour program sought an obscure pay and 
compensation package involving “the average of the top three” of a 
smaller “police comparator universe” in “total compensation,” we did not, 
and we delivered. You spoke loud and clear – you wanted top pay 
compared to other police services, and we firmly agree that RCMP 
Members should be the highest paid, as no one does what we do, in the 
places we work around the country and world, all while dragging our 
families along. When we signed our contract, our Constables’ new pay 
placed them second highest paid of ALL police forces in Canada, and our 
NCOs as the highest paid.  

Additionally, your nearly five years of retroactive backpay will be paid 
starting this month. As with obtaining a top salary, retroactive pay was a 
contentious battle in negotiations, but we firmly dug our heels in and 
negotiated nothing less than what our Members deserved. What we 
negotiated was even beyond what Arbitrators are capable of delivering in a 
potentially successful arbitration case.  

I am proud to say this first contract was a massive win and set the level of 
what we expect to be paid from this point on. 

Next Steps – “Task Forces”   

I am your elected NPF Director for what matters to Members here in the 
heart of the country. With the completion of our first contract, I will shift 
my focus from bargaining to newly developed Task Forces.  

During bargaining, I fought for the creation of specific key Task Forces to 
further the interests of Members here in the Prairies and far north by 
making real and meaningful changes. Some of these Task Forces are 

equally important as the contract and include focusing on a new National 
Staffing Model, Two Member Minimums, Nearby Available Backup, RCMP 
housing, fixing relocation, promotions, and developing a new “Isolated 
Posts and Government Housing Directive (IPGHD)”. These are critical to 
Members who serve in the Prairies and north.  

I will also continue to meet with Members of Parliament to ensure they are 
fully aware of the challenges you face and to advocate for you. 

IPGHD and Northern Postings  

Being posted to the Prairies or the Arctic means that you will spend time in 
your career living and working in a limited, isolated, or northern posting. 
Bar none, these are the greatest challenges Members and their families 
must face in this organization. We need to ensure Members and families in 
these postings are not only taken care of, but also prioritized when 
transferring out.  

As noted above, NPF and the RCMP have developed Task Forces to address 
specific issues, with many focusing on northern, isolated, and limited-
duration postings. From Member housing, to northern benefits, to a 
relocation model that doesn’t address the unique challenges of the north, 
there are issues that need to be brought to the table, heard, solutions 
agreed upon, actioned, and addressed.   

 As your elected Director, I hear you loud and clear, and changing work/life 
in Northern postings is a TOP PRIORITY for me. On behalf of NPF, I 
submitted a proposal to the National Joint Council to have new allowances 
incorporated into the IPGHD that directly reflect the unique workload and 
conditions RCMP Members face in these hardship postings. This is in 
addition to redefining what postings are covered by the IPGHD, as some 
communities that should be classified (e.g., Thompson, Manitoba) are 
currently not.   

As part of the National Staffing Task Force, it is also a priority for me to 
advocate on your behalf to increase the priority staffing status when 
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transferring from northern postings. This would mean having a greater 
opportunity to be considered for transfers to other Divisions upon the 
completion of hardship postings. What is happening presently is unfair and 
needs to be fixed. 

For 2022, I will continue to work tirelessly on your behalf to address these 
issues for the collective Membership. 

Bobby Baker 
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MORGAN  
BUCKINGHAM 

Director 
Thanks for allowing me to update you on what I actively pursued on your 
behalf throughout 2021. 

First and foremost, 2021 marked the ratification of the NPF’s first-ever 
Collective Agreement with the Treasury Board, which included a 
substantial pay increase and retroactive pay back to 2017. This 
encompassed numerous big wins, and we gave almost nothing up. I am 
very proud to have been a member of the NPF Collective Bargaining 
Committee and was very happy with the outcome after 18 months of 
extremely challenging work. As many have heard from me, we did not let 
the pandemic get in our way of achieving this goal. We have now 

completed a debrief and analysis of the last round of bargaining and have 
assembled our committee to prepare for the next round. 

I have been very busy with committee work over the last year. As you 
know, several committees and Task Forces came out of the Collective 
Agreement, and I am the NPF lead on both the Promotions Task Force and 
the National Staffing Task Force. I also sit on the NPF Member Services and 
Human Rights Committee, as well as the NPF Governance and Nominations 
Committee, where we are currently conducting a large-scale governance 
review. I continue to work with the Labour Relations Officers (LRO) 
Committee to refine job descriptions and conduct interviews of 
prospective NPF LROs. I am also a member of the Saskatchewan 
Management/Labour Consultative Committee, which consists of the F&T 
Division COs and all the union heads affected by the RCMP. In December, I 
was selected by President Sauvé to chair the NPF National Board Meetings 
in Montreal, which was a challenge but rewarding. 

With the support of our robust government relations team led by Sarah 
Nolan, I will continue to remain engaged with the provincial government 
on issues affecting you. I occasionally work in coordination with the 
Saskatchewan Federation of Police Officers and Saskatchewan Association 
of Chiefs of Police in achieving these objectives. Throughout 2021, we have 
been working with the province on vaccine priority, the implementation of 
Independent Police Oversight (SIRT) and its regulations, as well as police 
resourcing & service delivery. 

Sadly, 2021 marked the tragic line-of-duty death of Constable Shelby 
Patton in Wolseley, Saskatchewan. The NPF was there immediately to 
provide support to his family and colleagues, and continues to remain 
engaged with the family, detachment, and community through fundraising 
efforts and memorialization.   

I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the Saskatchewan NPF Local 
Area Representatives (LARs) who were elected to serve you. They do this 
off the side of their desks, and it is a heavy burden they carry in support of 
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their colleagues. If you know a LAR or encounter one through your duties, 
please take a minute to thank them! 

In closing, I want to thank each of you for your patience while we secured 
the first-ever Collective Agreement. Although it was one of the fastest ever 
negotiated in terms of federal time, it was way overdue and I’m sure it felt 
like an eternity. As we look ahead, it is important that we all get involved 
with the NPF as much as we can and take ownership. These are our dues, 
our resources, and most importantly, this is our voice. 

Morgan Buckingham  
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KEVIN HALWA 

Director 
• The past six months have been very busy and rewarding all at the 

same time. This period began with the Collective Agreement 
ratification tour that started within a few days of the tentative 
agreement and continued almost until the final vote was cast. 
Given the high percentage of support for that agreement, that 
appears to have been time well spent. Congrats on your well-
deserved raise and back pay; you have earned it. 

• Code of conduct investigations and criminal charges against our 
Members continue to come in regularly. I have assisted numerous 
Members over the past six months at all stages of the process, 
whether it was attending conduct meetings or hearings with them 
or making submissions on their behalf. I am currently supporting 
several Members though this difficult process as well. I have been 

privileged to stand with our Members in court and support them 
however needed. In one recent case, I was able to rely on my 
training background and we were able to convince the Crown that 
it was not in the best interest to continue with the prosecution, 
alongside the help of legal counsel. The Crown agreed, and the 
charges were withdrawn at the beginning of the second day of 
trial. Common sense does sometimes prevail.    

• Member-involved shootings unfortunately continue to occur, and I 
continue to attend those scenes as soon as possible to assist the 
involved Members, usually being enroute to the Members’ 
location within minutes. If you find yourself in this situation, do not 
hesitate to reach out immediately.  

• As part of the National Policy Heath and Safety Committee, I will 
continue to push to address safety issues that affect our Members. 
Most recently, the issue of the side panels on the silent patrolman 
were found to be at risk of shattering in the event of a collision and 
needed to be addressed. I brought this forward though the NPHSC, 
and the cause was quickly identified. There is currently a repair 
bulletin for post garage on the Info web addressing the needed 
repair. A second issue currently on the go is addressing explosive 
training aids for our explosive-trained PDS teams. This issue is still 
ongoing, and I will keep pushing for an acceptable solution. Of 
course, pistol replacement and better body armour (among other 
things) are also still being pushed by all of the NPF reps on the 
NPHS, as it is one of our top priorities. I hope to have some 
positive announcements on those issues very soon.   

• I continue to attend weekly COVID-19 meetings to ensure that our 
Members’ safety and well being are a priority.   

• I continue to represent our Members at the National Mandatory 
Training Committee, which meets regularly.      
 

• Our Keep Alberta RCMP campaign is also keeping me very busy 
between meetings with elected municipal leaders, MLAs, MPs, and 
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the public. Between those discussions and the vast number of 
media interviews on the topic, it is expected that this portfolio will 
keep me very busy for the next few months at the very least. I 
recognize that every activity on this important issue is crucial, and I 
am working extremely hard on the campaign in support of our 
Members. I will not stop fighting the proposed plan until we win 
this very important fight.   

• The Uniform and Equipment Sub Committee meets regularly to 
discuss where changes and improvements can be made and to 
push for those changes. We have had great success on this 
committee, and I am very optimistic that exciting changes will be 
announced soon. I also sit with a smaller subset of the UESC 
working specifically on the “uniform shirt pilot”. Despite not 
hearing much on this issue lately, rest assured that this is moving 
forward.  
      

Kevin Halwa 
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JEFF MCGOWAN 

Director 
2021 has now concluded and, despite the added complications of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and resulting restrictions, we had a successful year 
that most notably managed to see the securing of the first-ever Collective 
Bargaining Agreement.    

The NPF has grown exponentially, and the team members we have hired 
strengthen our organization to better serve the Membership. Their 
expertise has been appreciated and impactful. 

Conduct/Discipline 

One of the consistent issues I deal with is the RCMP Conduct process and 
the inherent flaws contained therein. Not only do I continue on the local 
level to assist Members and their counsel with Conduct meetings and 

hearings, but I am also heavily involved on the national side with 
examining (and I expect, correcting) the problems that continue to plague 
this system. Anyone who has been involved in a Code can certainly attest 
to the fact that there are serious issues when it comes to the Members 
receiving a fair shake.  

To that end, I, along with our counsel, Jill Gunn, have been participants in a 
committee struck to examine the Conduct Measures and related guide. 
This committee includes several users of the Conduct system and the 
RCMP has brought in two external consultants to examine and make 
recommendations for improvement. This has been very beneficial as the 
consultants are not beholden to the RCMP and have been very keen to 
understand the frailties and flaws of the conduct process.   

The Conduct Measures, while being the catalyst for the review, have 
become secondary to the procedural failures of the system. I have been 
provided with opportunities to identify these problems and will look to 
improve the conduct process to ensure greater fairness for the Members 
subject to it. I expect that the final report will prove to be a benefit to the 
Members. 

The NPF continues to have successes and outright victories when it comes 
to defending the Membership. Eventually, as the RCMP Act is re-opened, 
we will seek to make submissions to improve the system and, most 
notably, address the McNeil problem.     

Civilian Oversight 

The public has no stomach for police investigating themselves and, as a 
result of the sensational events in the US, a strong push has been made for 
external oversight bodies in all provinces. As a result of this shift in society, 
the NPF has commissioned a study on independent oversight within 
Canada.   

The NPF supports independent oversight provided it is timely and 
professional. This accounts for all participants being treated fairly and 
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respectfully while ensuring effective police oversight, justice, public trust, 
and accountability. 

NPF has began a project to study and examine the effectiveness of the 
various bodies and will be looking to provide an evidence-based report to 
the investigative agencies to inform improvement of their service delivery.   

Police oversight remains the order of the day and we work hard to ensure 
a fair and balanced approach to this oversight is maintained. Our Members 
deserve a fair investigative process and we are diligent in ensuring this 
continues. 

Legal Fees at Public Expense 

The current Treasury Board policy for Legal Fees at Public Expense (LAPE) is 
antiquated and was not created with Members of the RCMP in mind. 
Timeliness, coverage, and approvals all need to be examined and, pursuant 
to the Collective Bargaining Agreement, there is a joint RCMP-NPF 
Committee looking at the program. The end state of this committee is an 
improved system and we have been actively engaged in studying it to 
provide input and recommendations so all Members will benefit.   

Keep Alberta RCMP 

The push by the Government of Alberta to examine a provincial police 
force has begun in earnest and the NPF fight against it has been in full 
swing. After the release of the Price-Waterhouse Cooper Report, we were 
able to examine the numbers and put together well-founded responses to 
this misguided political item.   

Our #KeepAlbertaRCMP campaign has been all over social media, 
billboards, TV ads, in sports arenas, and in print. This has been with the 
support of the NPF Communications and Government Relations teams, 
who have been instrumental in preparing us to speak with the MLAs, 
provincial ministers, mayors, and councillors in support of the RCMP 
remaining the provincial police force for Alberta. We have had booths at 

the Alberta Municipalities conference, the Rural Municipalities of Alberta 
conference, and the UCP Annual General Meeting. Support has been 
overwhelming for the RCMP and its Members in ‘K’ Division. 

We are now in the midst of a ‘travelling road show” with meetings across 
the province to inform the public of the facts. Over the next few months, 
myself, Director Kevin Halwa, VP Michelle Boutin, and President Brian 
Sauvé will be attending townhalls in every corner of Alberta.   

Officer Safety/Uniform and Equipment 

We have made great strides on the Officer Safety and Uniform and 
Equipment front and will continue to advocate for the health and safety of 
the Members. The NPF’s involvement with the National Policy Health and 
Safety Committee, as well as the Uniform & Equipment Committee, has 
provided us with the mechanism to hold the RCMP accountable and force 
change. 

Most notably, pistol replacement has been a never-ending source of 
frustration for me, as I started pushing the issue in 2015. It wasn’t until we 
had the clout of the NPF that things started to change, and I am happy to 
say that the replacement has been confirmed and the funding has been 
secured.   

With two years in the position of Director, I look back and am very proud 
of the work we have done and the accomplishments the NPF has achieved. 
We have put together a strong team of Directors, experts, LROS, and LARs 
and have cemented ourselves as a strong voice for the Membership. 

I will continue to represent Members to the best of my ability. We are the 
envy of the policing world and I look forward to what the future will bring. 

Jeff McGowan 
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STÉPHANE  
LAFRAMBOISE 

Director 
As I write this report, Quebec is, sadly, standing out because of its harsh 
health measures, given the dramatic rise in cases caused by the Omicron 
variant. Among the new health measures established in late December by 
the Government of Quebec, we’re back to curfews every day between 10 
p.m. and 5 a.m. Indoor sports are on hold, and back-to-school is deferred 
until January 17, 2022. All these health measures are hugely impacting our 
lives, as well as service delivery by regular and reserve RCMP Members. 
These changes are leading to a lot of problems and frustration for 
Members, who will still have to find a way to balance work and family. 
However, rest assured that I am still working hard along with your local 
representatives to bring your demands and concerns forward to the 

employer. Also, the NPF team in Quebec continues to closely monitor the 
COVID-19 situation to ensure that your health and safety at the workplace 
remain optimal even though, under Part II of the Canada Labour Code, the 
employer is responsible for its employees’ occupational health and safety. 

Director and Labour Relations Officer…At The Same Time! 

I’ve been very busy since mid-August 2021, when the only bilingual labour 
relations officer at the NPF left! In addition to my duties as a director in the 
central region, assigned to Quebec, I also performed the work of a labour 
relations officer in order to provide assistance to many francophone 
Members in and outside of Quebec. I’ve worked on a variety of matters 
such as: Grievances, ethics investigations, Covid-19, harassment, pay 
issues, occupational health and safety, health care benefits, appeals, 
workplace accommodations, etc. Although the experience was rewarding, I 
can confirm that our new (bilingual) labour relations officer for the central 
region, Ms. Mélanie Brunet, will be filling a great need. 

Caisse Desjardins des policiers et policières 

On November 12, I attended a meeting with our president, Brian Sauvé, 
the director of Member services, Colin Bayne, and with the heads of the 
Caisse Desjardins des policiers et policières. The purpose of that meeting 
was to introduce these people to the NPF leaders, in order to discuss the 
many exclusive benefits that this caisse police currently offers to a number 
of RCMP Members. 

For example, police officers who are members of the Caisse Desjardins des 
policiers et policières enjoy a number of exclusive benefits, such as: VIP 
service offering to police officers, VIP pricing package, VIP line of credit, 
movable mortgage, life and health insurance coverage, personal financial 
advice, etc. 

The mission of this caisse is to support police families in order to 
contribute to their economic and social well-being through exclusive 
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financial solutions tailored to their needs. For more information about the 
caisse, please contact Caisse-police.com.  

First Negotiated Collective Agreement 

In 2021, there was more than just Covid, the problems and tragedies. 
There was also the very first negotiated collective agreement for regular 
and reserve RCMP Members. The NPF’s collective bargaining team 
managed to keep our key benefits and preserve the exiting health care 
benefits and sick leave. The RCMP has returned to the top tier of highest 
paid police forces in Canada, not to mention the salary back pay dating 
back to the NPF’s certification, which will be issued to us in multiple 
instalments (late January, February to March 2022). I’m really proud of 
what our collective bargaining team at NPF has accomplished. A major 
undertaking that is paying off big time! 

Thank you for your support and trust. Wishing you a 2022 that brings 
happiness, health and prosperity! Take care, and I look forward to seeing 
you again. 

Stéphane Laframboise 
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STEVE MADDEN 

Director 
On August 6, 2021, the NPF and the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 
(TBS) signed the first-ever Collective Agreement for non-commissioned 
regular Members and reservists of the RCMP. After several months of 
negotiations, the six-year agreement was ratified by Members and applies 
from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2023. The last six months of 2021 have 
been particularly challenging but equally rewarding as the NPF has stepped 
up in support of the Membership. Highlighted below are some of the key 
issues I worked on to support you: 
 

• Attendance in support of Members at several Conduct meetings 
• Attendance in support of a Member involved in high-profile use of 

force Code of Conduct/assistance to same Member in successful 
Federal court appeal.  
 

• Attendance and assistance in support of Members’ human rights 
complaints. 

• Ongoing successful negotiations for a resolution to the Protective 
Services meal claim denials. 

• Negotiated and developed a successful working relationship 
between the Learning and Development Branch and National 
Protective Services Branch.  

• Facilitated Directed Review of Air Services Branch; pressured 
Senior Management to enforce administrative processes whereby 
managers are held accountable.     

• Monthly meetings with Senior Management in both National and 
National Headquarters Divisions. 

• Regular attendance at the National Policy Health and Safety 
Committee meeting to represent the needs of the Membership. 

• Participation in the RCMP Equity Diversity and Inclusivity 
Committee. 

• Co-chair of the NPF Equity Diversity and Inclusivity Steering 
Committee. 

• Regular attendance at the NPF Audit Committee meetings. 
• Ongoing mentoring and guidance of NPF Local Area 

Representatives (LARs). 
• Selected as a Member of the Collective Bargaining Committee.  

 
In 2022, I will continue to support and assist the Membership on behalf of 
the NPF. I will be focusing on “Contract 2” of the Collective Agreement, 
protection of Members’ sick leave and disability benefits, and the 
civilianization of RM RCMP positions in Central Region. 

 
Steve Madden  
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TIM PETTIT 

Director 
• As the NPF enters its third year of operations and focuses on the 

year ahead, I wanted to pause and update you on the second half 
of 2021 from my perspective, and to wish you and your family all 
the best in 2022.   

• Following your Collective Agreement being signed on August 6, 
2021, I have personally hosted fourteen virtual townhalls and 
several in-person townhalls, and fielded dozens of inquiries from 
Members on the topic. Now ratified, I am confident that with 
continued education and consultation, the Collective Agreement 
will become second nature to us all.    

• Stemming from the Collective Agreement, several committees, 
task forces and MOUs were created. NPF Board Directors took on 
many varied roles within these committees and task forces with 
the ultimate goal of negotiating specific changes to improve your 

workplace. I am a member of the National Staffing Task Force and 
the National Officer Safety Committee, and we are working with 
the RCMP to effect change in these regards.   

• As your Director, I continue to work on and support seven 
Members with Canadian Human Rights Complaints, dozens of 
grievances, many Codes of Conduct, Harassment Complaints, 
Leave Without Pay, Consensual Medical Discharges, Pension 
issues, Compassionate Transfers, Duty to Accommodate, 
Relocation issues, and a host of other workplace issues. Many of 
these issues are complex in nature, involve NPF counsel, and in 
several cases are being challenged at the External Review 
Committee or Federal Court levels.  

• From a National perspective, I continue to work on issues that 
impact NPF Members across Canada, including the civilianization 
of Regular Member positions. This includes complaints to the 
Public Service Labour Relations Employment Board which are 
ongoing. I also work on issues related to language profiles where 
we currently have several grievances ongoing, as well as a 
complaint ongoing with Official Languages.  

• I sit on other longstanding National Committees, including the 
Pension Advisory Committee and Dental Benefits Committee. I also 
chair the NPF Benevolent Foundation. The Foundation received its 
charitable status from the Canadian Revenue Agency (CRA) on 
March 30, 2021. The Benevolent Foundation is the only charity of 
record to collect public funds in the tragic event of a Member 
death. Over the last six months, the Foundation has provided 
financial assistance to Members’ families in the form of our gift of 
remembrance, following a Member death. The Benevolent 
Foundation also awarded several of its annual bursaries to 
students in the fall of 2021. For more information or to donate, 
please visit https://foundation.npf-fpn.com/donate/. 
 
Tim Pettit 
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PAT BOUCHARD 

Director 
2021 has seen substantial progress. Our #1 goal was achieved and your 
NPF team has brought you a Collective Agreement that finally puts 
Members in the comparative police salary universe. I am extremely proud 
to have been on the Collective Bargaining Committee and provided input 
throughout this process. The first Collective Agreement - C1 as we describe 
it - was a great starting point. I will also be on the Bargaining Committee 
for C2 and look forward to enhancing what we already have.  
 
My other goals for 2021 were for Members to have a safe workplace, a 
healthy working environment, and to ensure that your support systems 
were also looked after. To achieve these goals, I have been involved in the 
following: 
 
Health and Safety Committee 

I take your safety to heart. Well before I was voted into this position by the 
Membership, safety was my driving force. At the local level, I’m 
encouraging Members to raise their hands and identify local issues by 
being part of the local committees. These committees are the starting 
point in getting issues resolved. In NB, I have participated in the ICRP 
process and there are now two investigations ongoing into resourcing and 
their potential impact on Members.  Whether it’s equipment, training, 
facilities, or resources, these committees must know what’s happening so 
solutions can be brought forward. I am also co-Chair of the Divisional 
Committee. When the local issues aren’t resolved, they are escalated to 
the Divisional Committee, which can make recommendations to the 
employer. If trends develop or there are matters that can affect the 
Membership at large, I also sit on the National Committee. I will continue 
to advocate for you at all these levels. 

Member Services Committee 

This is where the “one-stop-shop” system was created. Members can 
communicate with the NPF 24/7 by e-mail at info@npf-fpn.com or phone 
at 1-833-NPF-TEAM.  We have hired experts to assist you in all manners of 
issues like conduct, medical and admin discharges, representation for 
Collective Agreement grievances, advice and guidance on RCMP act 
grievances, and more. This is also where we concentrate on your support 
system and create programs to assist you and your families. We are 
building and continue to build something you should be proud of; this is a 
big beast and I can safely say that no other police force in Canada enjoys 
this level of service from their association.   

2021 Wins  

Relationship with Leaders: The relationship with senior leadership in NB 
has been renewed.  The process is more collaborative in nature, and I look 
forward to identifying and resolving issues that affect our Members. 
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Obstruction Charges: Four Members were accused of obstructing justice, 
with each of them ultimately cleared and all charges withdrawn. On the 
conduct side, two Members have been cleared and we are diligently 
working on clearing the remaining two.  If you know these Members, 
please continue to show your support as this has been an extremely long 
process for them. 

Codiac Detachment: Numerous Members have brought up concerns about 
the Detachment being housed in a crumbling building that leaks and is, in 
their opinion, unfit for supporting a police service. I’ve brought those 
issues up to the CRPA and Moncton City council, and I will keep pursuing 
them to ensure our largest eastern Detachment is repaired and up to code 
as soon as possible. The lessons we learn here will be applicable to all 
Detachments across the Division.  
 

Media: I communicated regularly with the media to set the story straight 
and/or to provide context on different issues. Recently, there have been 
talks about police reviews and the future of contract policing in NB. You’re 
not going anywhere. Just like in Surrey and Alberta, the NPF and I will fight 
to promote you and the good work you do every day. 
 

Let’s keep our upward trajectory going and continue to bring good things 
to the workplace. 

Remember, we’ve got your back and we’re here for you. 

Pat Bouchard 
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JIM CLIFFORD 

Director 
Over the past six months, my work in B Division and H Division has focused 
on the following areas. I continue to work on a number of files 
concurrently with the ultimate goal of improving Members’ working 
conditions, and to make sure that all of your needs in the workplace are 
met. 

B Division  

• Policy Grievance, Occupational Safety & Health  

The NPF filed its second Policy Grievance under the Collective Agreement. 
In November, the grievance was brought to Treasury Board when B 
Division East District refused several of the NPF’s requests to meet on 
officer safety and health issues connected to resourcing.  The grievance is 

in relation to Article 19.03: “The Employer will welcome suggestions on the 
subject from the NPF and the parties undertake to consult with a view to 
adapting and expeditiously carrying out reasonable procedures and 
techniques designed or intended to prevent or reduce the risk of 
employment injury or occupational illness.” At the time of this update, the 
NPF is working with the Division’s Acting Criminal Operations Officer in 
hopes of resolving the matter informally. 

• Internal Complaint Resolution Process (ICRP)  

The NPF assisted in filing an ICRP complaint under Part II of the Canada 
Labour Code in relation to inadequate backup in an area of Labrador 
District. The complaint was filed in December of 2021. ICRP provides an 
opportunity to address health and safety concerns quickly without the 
need to involve the Workplace Health & Safety Committee. The NPF is 
optimistic there will be early resolution and appropriate measures in place 
to prevent future like instances, however at the time of this update the 
complaint remains unresolved. 

• Occupational Health & Safety Resourcing Issue  

 In the last update, the NPF reported Representatives working with the B 
Div. Occupational Health & Safety Committee in relation to a resourcing 
issue as an open action item at the Division level with the Committee. 
Some of the issues that existed when this was first identified in West 
District have since been resolved, however this item remains open, 
primarily due to the Backup Unit Plan for the two Detachment areas 
involved.   

H Division 

• Salmon River and Agritech Training Facilities Contaminated Sites    

As of October, the National Policy Health & Safety Committee informed 
the NPF about a government-wide and RCMP-specific review of buildings 
on the presence of asbestos and related hazards. It’s anticipated this 
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reporting could involve dozens of buildings as potential exposure sites. The 
NPF has yet to determine what assistance, if any, it might be able to offer 
Members who have been exposed at the Salmon River and Agritech H Div. 
Training Sites.       

• Assist/Support District Members with HR Concerns  

Management called a mandatory meeting with all Members of H Div. 
District and invited the NPF to attend. A Local Area Representative 
attended the October meeting. Subsequent to the meeting, H Div. Career 
Development & Resourcing contacted multiple Members to succession 
plan them out of the District. Although the NPF recognizes that 
management has the discretion to transfer Members from location to 
location, we have some general and specific concerns with how this 
unfolded and have requested a meeting with the A&P Officer/CDRO/DPO. 
That meeting has yet to take place. 

• Compensation for Extra Hours Worked on Training/Courses   

The NPF and H Division are working on resolving a disagreement on what is 
deemed Employer-required courses/training and Employee required 
courses/training. The NPF is firm on our interpretation and will be 
providing a detailed Member update on how we expect the relevant 
articles to be applied for Members attending training and courses. If you 
are denied proper compensation for extra hours worked while on training 
or a course, please email info@npf-fpn.com to request assistance.   

Jim Clifford 


